
Performance of the Roverplastik dry glazing bead sistem:
seal A944AC and glazing bead is fixed with clips CLI944

THE ROVERPLASTIK
DRY GLAZING SYSTEM

Air permeability:
according to specification UNI EN 1026:2000

Size of test: 2500 x 2000 mm

Waterproofing:
Method test:

according to specification UNI EN 1027:2000

Harmful substances:
according to specification UNI EN 14351-1:2006

Accelerated aging test:
Cycle of exposure to a xenon lamp, irradiating at 340 mm with an 
intensity of 0.68 W/m2 and panel temperature of 70°C for 500 hours.

No change in colour and texture
of the surface observed.

Class 4

E 1200
A - no protected

Absent

Seal
A944AC

Clip
CLI944

The quality of a window frame depends on its performan-
ce and beauty. The use of a dry glaze gasket provide the best 
performance, eliminating the typical silicone smear while the 
fastener clips screwed directly to the window frame guarantees a 
solid mechanical fastening of the glazing and are then hidden to 
right by the interlocking glazing bead whose function is merely 
aesthetic.
The high performance reached in the environmental and aging 
test, in comparison with silicone, shows that using the glazing 
bead kit guarantees better performance and a nicer aesthetic.

Roverplastik dry system seal is offered in 5 colours: brown, 
white, beige, black and transparent. The last one is the most 
interesting because it reproduces the aesthetic effect of silicone 
without leaving any kind of trace or smearing. 
The final result of the window frame is pleasent, clean and beau-
tiful to see.
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MOUNTING RAIL BEAD  (Fig. 4)
1 - Place the strip to the clips. Check that there are no 
impediments to the inclusion (see size limits).
2 - Apply adequate pressure on the bead, in a direction 
perpendicular to the IGU until it fits firmly seated.

PRECAUTIONS DURING ASSEMBLY (Fig. 2)
1 - You should use a screwdriver with a long insert at least 60 mm.
2 - During assembly:
     - apply a line of sealant around the perimeter;
     - press the clip against the surface of the glass for the duration of the operation;
     - keep the screwdriver inclined to the plane of the glass;
     - beware not to hit the glass with the screwdriver.

FIXING REQUIREMENTS OF CLIPS (Fig. 3)
1 - Place the clips according to the scheme:
     - approximately 100 mm from the corner; 
     - with an interval of about 200 mm;
     - minimum 2 clips per side.
2 - Fix the clips with countersunk screws flat 3.5 of suitable length 
depending on the type of wood (soft or hard).

6V944L25
6V944L30

CLI 944
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Clip CLI944
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15° - 20°

Product code Description Quantity

A944AC

CLI944
Screws fastening clips on hardwood

Glazing bead seal

Clip screwed for fixing glazing bead

Screws fastening clips on softwood

A944AC

6V944L25

6V944L30

200 m

500 p/box

1000 p/box

1000 p/box

Straight cut only on insertion stem.

INSERTING THE GLAZING SEAL (Fig. 1)
1 - Insert the seal into the groove and make sure the flap in the lower part is 
covering the wood.
2 - In the corner, cut the stem of the seal and fit forming a 90 ° angle.

90°

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE DRY
GLAZING SYSTEM ROVERPLASTIK



VORBOBCA604AK221A

Scatole da 270 m  Imb W05
Colori: marrone - bianco - beige

270 m boxes  W05 Pkg
Colours: brown - white - hazel brown

--
9 mm 2 mm

A = B =
C = D =

Bobine da 200 m  Imb W01
Colori: marrone - bianco - neutro - nero

200 m coils  W01 Pkg
Colours: brown - white - neutral - black

mm4-
6 mm 2,2 mm

A = B =
C = D =

VORBOBCA059AVORBOBCA449A

Bobine da 200 m  Imb W01
Colori: marrone - bianco - neutro - nero

200 m coils  W01 Pkg
Colours: brown - white - neutral - black

mm4-
6 mm 2,2 mm

A = B =
C = D =

Bobine da 200 m  Imb W01
Colori: marrone - bianco - neutro - nero

200 m coils  W01 Pkg
Colours: brown - white - neutral - black

--
6 mm 2,2 mm

A = B =
C = D =

Weatherstrips for window frames: glazing bead


